
Eric Roberts Handout #57A 
CS 106A March 7, 2016 

Answers to Practice Final #1 
 

Review session: Sunday, March 13, 7:00–9:00P.M. (Bishop Auditorium) 
Scheduled final: Monday, March 14, 8:30–11:30A.M. (Memorial Auditorium) 
 
Problem 1—Short answer (10 points) 
1a) As written, the program leaves the array in the following state: 

list 

 50 10 10 10 10   
 
 If you had wanted mystery to “rotate” the array elements, you would need to run the 

loop in the opposite order to ensure that no elements are overwritten, like this:  
 

private void mystery(int[] array) { 
   int tmp = array[array.length - 1]; 
   for (int i = array.length - 1; i > 0; i--) { 
      array[i] = array[i - 1]; 
   } 
   array[0] = tmp; 
} 

 
1b) 
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Problem 2—Using the acm.graphics library (15 points) 
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Problem 3—Strings (15 points) 
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Problem 4—Arrays (10 points) 
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Problem 5—Building graphical user interfaces (20 points) 
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Problem 6—Data structures (20 points) 
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Problem 7—Essay: Extensions to the assignments (10 points) 
This extension will require the following changes to the Adventure program: 
 
• In AdvObject, add a new field to record the current location; implement methods 

setLocation and getLocation to set and retrieve the room name in which the object 
is located.  Use some sentinel string (such as "PLAYER") to indicate that the object is 
being carried. 

• In Adventure, update the take, drop, and initial placement logic to call setLocation 
on the object. 

• Also in Adventure, expand the code that interprets commands so that it recognizes 
ZAP along with the other built-in commands such as LOOK, TAKE, and DROP.   The exact 
form of the code will vary depending on how you implemented the command logic, 
but presumably the code will look something like this: 

 
if (verb.equalsIgnoreCase("ZAP")) { 
   executeZapCommand(obj); 
} 

 

• Also in Adventure, implement the executeZapCommand command so that it has the 
desired functionality.  Once again, the precise structure of the code will depend on 
how you have coded the application.  If, for example, you have stored the map from 
room names to AdvRoom structures in an instance variable named room and the list of 
objects carried by the player in an instance variable named inventory, the code will 
look something like this: 

public void executeZapCommand(AdvObject obj) { 
   String location = obj.getLocation(); 
   List<AdvObject> sourceList; 
   if (location.equals("PLAYER")) { 
      sourceList = inventory; 
   } else { 
      sourceList = rooms.get(location).getObjectList(); 
   } 
   sourceList.remove(obj); 
   location = obj.getInitialLocation(); 
   rooms.get(location).getObjectList().add(obj); 
   obj.setLocation(location); 
} 

 
• You should update the list of commands displayed by the Help command to include 

the new ZAP command. 

 


